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Painting 
with Wool
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SONOITA, AZ

Imagine painting a scene about Navajo life on the reservation, 
but using fiber instead of oils or watercolors to create the picture. 
That’s what pictorials in Navajo weaving are, and while times and 
markets are always changing these weavings continue to see a 
steady growth in popularity. That’s just one of the many reasons 
Nizhoni Ranch Gallery in Sonoita, Arizona, is featuring a new show 
this fall focusing on this particular style. Painting with Wool – Navajo 
Pictorials opens November 4.

Historic pictorials tend to have figures such as feathers, animals 
and arrows. However, as times 
changed, and the world outside of 
Navajo Nation began to intrude, 
more modern items appeared, such 
as trains, trucks and even planes from 
the 1920s on. And, as tourism to this 
region increased, so did pictorials 
featuring prominent rock formations 
in Monument Valley, which visitors 

1.  Folk Art Tree of Life, 

1920s, 48 x 31"

2.  Navajo Masonic 

Tapestry, ca. 1885-1895, 

Germantown yarn, 68 x 45"

3.  Window Rock Pictorial 

Weaving, 1980s, 52 x 36"
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found hard to resist. More scenes soon filled the 
entire weaving, including those with horses, cattle 
and sheep. The weavings often depicted a typical day 
in reservation life, such as a family community where 
many members of an extended family live, or perhaps 
it was a ceremonial scene.

Gallery owner and collector Steve Getzwiller says he 
sees a wide range of pictorials. “From simple designs 
to those which are very complex to some which are 
whimsical,” he says. “It all depended on what the 
weaver wanted to portray.”

For the Navajos, this is their form of folk art, 
according to Getzwiller.  “Navajos borrow from all 
cultures,” he says.  “It comes down to the things they 
relate to, and wish to share in their weavings.”

Experts say pictorials tend to hold their value over 
time, another reason for their popularity among 
longtime collectors as well as those just starting out. 
About 60 pictorials, all available for purchase, are 
featured in this show at Nizhoni Ranch Gallery, with 
some weavings considered to be historic, while others 
are more contemporary and created by Gloria Hardy 

and other master weavers. Juanita Tsosie, considered 
the “preeminent Navajo Folk Artist” during the 1980s 
and ’90s, set a very high level of skill with pictorials 
that is seldom matched, even today. Included in the 
show will be Tsosie’s Navajo Squaw Dance Pictorial, 
which measures 72 by 83 inches.

Another type of pictorial that’s become popular 
over the years with tourists and collectors alike is 
the Tree of Life. The weaving shows a cornstalk, 
sometimes growing in a Navajo wedding basket, with 
birds on the different branches. In Navajo culture, 
the bluebird is considered a messenger to the gods. 
“Corn is considered a holy plant by the Navajos,” says 
Getzwiller.  “As for the wedding basket, after it’s used 
that one time, it then becomes a basket used at healing 
ceremonies.” Again, the pictorials depicting this are 
rich in symbolism.

One example featuring the Tree of Life is a folk art 
rug from the 1920s with a simplistic design. Another 
folk art example is a circa 2000 Arizona state map, with 
the state name spelled Airzona. Getzwiller elaborates, 
“That is a classic piece of folk art, right down to her 

4.  Hubble Ganado Navajo 

Rug, ca. 1890-1900, 92 x 74"

5.  Airzona Navajo Weaving, 

ca. 2000, 25 x 20"

6.  Juanita Tsosie (Navajo), 

Squaw Dance Pictorial,  

72 x 83"
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Nizhoni Ranch Gallery
November 4-January 4, 2017

By appointment only

Sonoita, AZ 85637  •  (520) 455-5020

www.navajorug.com

spelling of Arizona. It features all the monuments and 
major cities throughout the state.”

There also will be a 1980s weaving of Window 
Rock, which will be paired with a photograph of the 
natural monument so viewers can put the work into 
context. “[Window Rock has] always been the center 
of the Navajo political system,” Getzwiller says. “It’s 
an important part of the reservation.”

Like the very successful Woven Holy People last 
spring at Nizhoni Ranch Gallery, some of Getzwiller’s 
private collection will be shown in the exhibit. Those 
include some historic pictorials, each with their own 
unique story. After all, a picture is worth…well…in 
some cases, priceless.

“It’s unprecedented in terms of a show grouping. I’m 

always pushing the envelope, and that’s what we’ve 
done here,” says Getzwiller. “Put the finest things 
together and make the point of what was intended 
from the perspective of the weaver.”

Painting with Wool – Navajo Pictorials will be on view 
through January 4. 
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